
cast stone impact known
plan for what to be ready for when

let's make now the future we believe
let's make now the by then we should be

little letters rise and overthrow the capitals
spreading out will bring the world together
spreading out will save us from each other

anarchy's simply living in synchronicity
where there's money there's inequality
without faith we need to have money
it's about ending not taking power
it takes faith to believe in anarchy

doubt dissolves living in synchronicity
centralisation lessens cultural diversity

centralisation's the manifestation of death
centralisation's inherently anti evolutionary

for earth to be paradise we need to plant trees
god's love is given equally to all living things

we've dug up enough for all of our needs
surrender is the answer to how to love
god says i'm not a particle i'm a wave
just doing your job is no excuse to god

not the time for blame now god says change now
there's no convenience on the path of least resistance

do you really believe god loves you more than any other
mistakes it takes but not the mistake of doing whatever it takes

democracy gives a warm and fuzzy illusion of personal responsibility
authority won't like the solution since the solution is ending authority

you know things are wrong when the singer is bigger than the song
good at doing something is not the same as doing something good
this will be the end of us and them and the start of we begin again
sometimes it's more about what we don't do than what we do do

it's about doing the best we can and we can do so much better
we need to be free from hierarchy to be the best we can be
the common enemy is authority it's common sense really
it's hard not to fear equality from a position of authority
competition has achieved many things but not equality

with equality there will be no motivation to do bad
what we need is everyone cleaning their own toilet

the satisfaction comes from cleaning up ones own mess
it's not always good news that's why we sing the blues
wake up not just to the evils of them but the evils of us

deserts arise when people arrive with fire and agriculture
will we learn anything from everything that's happening

stands to reason a connected world doesn't need competition
that's the way it is not the way it was and not the way it will always be
a connected world with faith in each other is all we need for the future

the desertification we've put in motion can only be fixed by people
the most advanced way to take carbon from the air is to plant trees

it seems we are planning on science fiction saving us
wet and dry to flood and burn will we ever learn

not long ago big teeth ruled the show
once we were dinosaurs

end the r age end history
start the s age start mystery

just like peanuts we come in twos
love is the glue that sticks me to you

we goes together like circles and squares
it's not pick and choose it's common truths

get this and that free with every here and there
an overlap of this and that is what it is and that's a fact

happiness is family and family is whoever you want it to be
like trying to explain to a cell in my finger that it is part of me

how can one be wrong when the message is one of getting along
we are good at detecting danger but not when it's us that's the danger

it's possible to harden to the pain but the damage done will be the same
let's change our ways so today's pain doesn't become tomorrow's sorrow
allow me to draw the broad strokes so everyone can add their own details

we take all we can defending against a world of uncertainty
you can't expect politicians to fix authoritarian problems

you can't please those who don't know what they want
love is recognizing yourself in everything

this is my truth
it came to me true

99% fat free 1% greed
democracy is rotation autocracy

curing the environment will cure all ills
the weather is more accurate than the news
this is the plan for when the shit hits the fan

the path up has been a slog now we're at the top
the path down will be a breeze now we have our wings

when in sync with each other there's no need for a leader
the only worthwhile competition is to be better than before

the supposed to be of opportunity takes no account of reality
once we secure the future our population will find its balance

the answer will never be found with money in the equation
together in life is the next step to heaven not only in death

armed with understanding i'm ready for this day
an agreeable past is a compliment in time

every which way in one direction
out is the way of light and life
make believe to make believe

cut earth people bleed
seven is oddly even

the green man means go
one world with no government

acknowledging all religions is having no religion
allow yourself to be hooked so love can reel you in

if we believe the story our lives will bring the story to life
show faith in this generation to bring in a world revolution
anarchy makes sense when seen with extrasensory ability
the love of surrender whoever fears god can never know

the reason for revolution is inequality not political ideology
equality's the way to harmony and harmony's the way to peace

it's about equality and ending the bad that comes from inequality
no wonder people hoard with the way we treat the old who are poor

all good social change has come from fighting against authority
my goal is for everyone to add more life to the earth than take

take more life than give more people add to the problem
give more life than take more people add to the solution

it is life that is expanding bringing light to darkness
more than one hundred one gets lost in the crowd

only a dot connecting what a picture we make
the search is over we have found our mother
lightning in her touch striking my attention
hell is failure like mars our lost big brother

heaven is when the earth becomes a star
never ever sever clever from love
the man's voice needs to be heard

the woman's voice gets the last word
come out and play when the stars light the way

on the seventh day love flows back to where it came
this is a big change from the man age to the wo man age

an equal world is not women equal in a man's world
lest we forget so we don't make the same mistake

we needed the man age we needed his story
insecure man fears the rise of the feminine

it's been a tough journey no exception
everyone needs to be forgiven

infinity is life winning over death
it's how we live not how many live

let's change now we have the know how
we can grow everything we will ever need

only fair we should care about the little things
say sorry to the trees say sorry to the air we breathe
say sorry to the birds and bees and cows and sheep
when we gonna learn to stand on our own two feet

what we do downstream effects upstream too
how hard one works is no reflection of wealth

authority comes with a licence to speak stupidity
war will end when everyone knows what everyone wants

this past of ours had to be tough to think where we came from
fought with fire whatever whoever wins fire consumes the victor

whatever who gets the upper hand both go down in an arm wrestle

 just is enough
 the power age is over

we're taught to praise evil
we're taught to praise powerful people

we're taught to praise power over people
slaves who choose their masters are still slaves

different sides of the same thing go well together
this needs to happen first for what's to happen next

that was meant to happen just like this is meant to happen
we have days to remember for all the days we choose to forget

the better we are at speaking the truth the worse will sound the lies
the milky way connects the dots from the pot to the southern cross
making our way through the maze with rainbows to light the way

the monetary system has narrowed the field of inspiration
there's no money to be made by what good people say

the middle way is death when the path goes left
two wrongs do make a right winger
a just world has no need of justice
the rule of law is the law of force

notice just how cold is justice
mean means means mean ends

because it can happen overnight
empathy leads to conscious telepathy

the peak is but the joining of two valleys
there's nothing better than coming together
our part is to be the part that knows its part
the blue line enforces inequality by design
the danger of machines is our mimicking
it's a tool fool not the do all and end all

diamonds are the crux of everything
there are patterns in random
together we know everything
s and t bound by proximity

nothing is set in stone
we have the words

SwordS
Words Will Win WW3

word cuts draws soul blood
evolution every time every atom turns

pure science is like unconscious religion
all words are lies capturing the imagination

the best lines come directly with no effort at all
when feeling sounds do take care the letter s bites hard

brought to you by the letters s and t and by the number 9
looking good in purple five plus five equals square and circle
starts and ends may stay the same but middles always change
the world's gone crazy revolution time baby no ifs no maybe
evolution is so fast and so small it's barely noticeable at all
culture is an attempt to direct where the love of god falls
can you really trust a rich man preaching about equality

it's hard to believe it's possible that people kill people
having's not going to help when the value's taken out
you see there is this square and along came a circle
when this truth comes out all truths will come out

lighting the night we rob ourselves of the stars
some detail is needed to zoom in on the big picture

it's either hell or heaven for everyone for we are one
the time is right for the magicians to reveal their tricks

our brains are time transformers that slow down what we feel
try thinking about what to think about not what not to think about

molecules combine to the rhythm of the rhyme changing all the time
anyone standing between you and god is there to block not show the path

what felt like flying free was actually the earth falling beneath my feet
taking money out of the equation is the solution to problem solving
i believe for god to achieve love needs to flow through you and me

in one thousand years all of our needs will be growing in trees
the truth is how god comes to you not how you spell it out

everything's self interest when at one with the universe
everything's a love story with harmonies and tragedies

when things won't get better go even deeper
competition is winning if it's losers we want
competition would be ok if life was a game

why why why
because brothers will fight

the sun needs a year to change
the earth needs just one day
we need just one heartbeat
change is a heartbeat away

shit doesn't stick to a clean toilet
hold the fort with laws and force

connect the world with trade and war
mission complete now it's time for peace

just a road in a forest changes the local climate
clearing half the world's forests has drastic changes

add pollution to deforestation and we've got an apocalypse
freedom extends as far as it encroaches on somebody else's

it's easy to give thanks when you grow your own food
there's knowledge to be found from breaking it down

'cause the compost said there's life in death
more is the nature of life and death

wisdom is knowing when more is less
the big picture is drawn in the stars
the details are written here on earth

bang bang bang the master plan
plants don't compete for light

plants grow out like all life
nothing is even forgotten

every action has a reaction
oil is death and we're living in it

living in death is a sure way to die
to green the deserts start at the forests
it's necessary to kill to keep elite rule
equality is the absence of authority
the truth needed the lie to protect it
evil does exists and its name is law

they kill it's not the time for niceties
don't give me that's how it is bullshit
everyone needs a place of their own
everyone needs a place to call home

everyone needs a place to grow
then peace will follow

blinded by the dollar signs
the life of time is on and on
forever is the river's song

every letter has a story to tell
in a nutshell there's all in small
the sixth sense is common sense

a violent free world is free of authority
how one speaks does not reflect how one thinks
we got the technology to decentralise everything
leaders not needed now the world is connected

the nature of authority is to rule everything
we are able to see more as we become more
on this path to freedom many battles won

if not complete now all can be undone
if devils need dying then angels do too

killing devils kills the angel in you
the nation state's passed its use by date

it needs to be replaced before it's too late
the rule of thumb is can it be for everyone

needs trump wants like hearts trump diamonds
equality is the solution to all of earth's problems
peace is the offspring of love and understanding

understanding is love's guide because love is blind
understanding is knowing when helping is hurting

understanding is knowing when accepting is better than helping
mistakes are only deadly when we're doing what we shouldn’t be
the gene pool of humanity is more than one person can ever be
all harm is done by those who believe they have the authority
a good environment for everyone is all that needs to be done
to be true to yourself acknowledge the truth of everyone else
awakening can be the scariest thing without understanding
the net gain in life needs to be greater than the net life lost

the sun is always shining when flying high on cloud 9

love doesn't hurt
the pain comes from feeling where love is missing

enlightenment's not some holier than thou state of being
this view is seen by those who gaze upon the face of god

all thoughts god hears all thoughts are prayers
the path to god leads to yourself you silly sod

look deep to see who you want to be
deeper to see who you really are

let's get one thing right
soldiers are sacrificed

knowledge is not a thief
knowledge adds to belief

knowledge is man from beast
the problem is the pen not the pigs

we all have our turn playing the fool
we have the knowledge to truly be free

when the change comes it comes to everyone
money doesn't really make the world go round

the worst crimes in history have all been done legally
we can do it organically in ways we can now only dream

identity must be for people who haven't found themselves
the consciousness of everything is god consciousness
it will turn out for the best if you follow your heart

people are free to meet naturally with equality
falling apart is when love departs the heart

i believe god resides in everything
indifference is the absence of love

indifference is love's opposite
we will win internet freedom

light is the most basic form of life
to hurt something else hurts yourself
to hurt yourself hurts everything else
awakening is at one with everything

the joy the love and the pain and suffering
rules for the rulers and rules for the ruled

the pen the rulers rule with is blue
the cross is but an open box

the prize in peace to die
to the world you are a cell

to your cells you are the world
evolution is what we strain towards
devolution is what we stress against

humanity is dreaming a garden of eve
together a halo of every colour to discover

out looking in patterns find no fault in design
star cross crescent moon together making room
seeing both sides to anything the story can apply

without the uncertainty we can enjoy the down time
when planning out the future look back into the past

when everyone is a suspect the suspicious have most to hide
if a few million people pipe up a few billion people will stand up

the oil reserves use to move folks and homes to where we grow food
because we're getting better enlightenment is just around the corner
your mission is to cover the earth in life giving light a place to grow
god uses pain to keep us moving and love to keep true our direction
we are everything evolving together to fulfil each part of the picture

when the trumpets sound all the walls you built come tumbling down
clean water and food and air to breathe is the way to defeat all disease

free speaking superseding religious and political and cultural restraints
there are good people and bad people and most often it's the same person

when up against the forces peace is radical and non violence is extreme
you don't need to know the outcome when you follow your heart

amazing to see the maze from above is as simple as can be
what's meant to be can never be too late or too early

i am the first and last dub dub dub pathfinder
come with me to the sea of new beginnings

come with me to the valley of she
so many songs singing this into being

starting at the roots and ending at the leaves
emerging from the ground about to climb the rings

our timeline is just like a tree
are you ready to follow me


